Abstract. In this paper, it analyzes the characteristics of the changes of meteorological factors and short-term load. Besides, it studies the relationship between meteorological factors (temperature, humidity, rainfall) and short-term load forecasting, so as to select the important meteorological factors, after which, it forecasts the short-term load according to the similar meteorological factors. Next, by means of wavelet transform and Fourier analysis, the variation characteristics of load and meteorological factors are obtained. And then, the influence factors are defined to measure the effect of various meteorological factors on load by using regression coefficient. Finally, through the gray relational degree, the correlation degree is selected in the date of 0.98 or more. Then the load data of these dates are used to train the neural network repeatedly and repeatedly to get more accurate predictive value.
Introduction
To provide users with high quality and stable electric energy is the main task of the power system, and scientific prediction is the basis and guarantee of correct decision. Load forecasting is a powerful tool for the enterprise to understand the user's power demand, law and change trend, and to achieve the optimal allocation of power system resources.
For short term load forecasting, the change law of power network load should be fully studied, and the related factors of load variation. The key meteorological factors are temperature change, followed by humidity, wind and other factors. So we need to make statistical analysis of the historical meteorological conditions. According to the former, the relationship between meteorological factors and load is established to scientifically and reasonably evaluate the link between the two, and the high accuracy prediction model can be used to improve the accuracy of prediction.
In the literature [2] ,it detailed analysis of the main meteorological factors on the impact of the load, and real-time weather information is referenced to the artificial neural network model, which improves the accuracy of short-term load forecasting. In the literature [3] , it established the correlation model between the main meteorological factors and the power system, and the load and established a correction model based on the change trend between the meteorological factors. In the literature [4] ,the effect of temperature is studied on the load change of continuous high temperature day, and it puts forward the model of the character and load amendment under the effect of summer temperature accumulation. However, the model established in this paper only takes into account the forecast days before the meteorological factors, which may reduce the prediction accuracy.
Historical Data Analysis
Based on the short term load forecasting of electric power system based on large data mining, it is 6th International Conference on Mechatronics, Materials, Biotechnology and Environment (ICMMBE 2016) first to master the law of the change of historical load data, and then establish the corresponding data model to predict the future load. Firstly, the correlation between meteorological factors and short-term load is analyzed. Then, by means of wavelet analysis, the four components of the load at any time are obtained: base load component, weather sensitive load component, abnormal or special event load component and random load component.
Correlation analysis between meteorological factors and load. In this paper, the relative calculation of partial least squares regression is realized by MATLAB programming, and the regression coefficients of independent variables to the dependent variables are obtained. The daily maximum load, daily minimum load, daily average load and meteorological factors were analyzed, and the regression coefficient was shown in Table 1 . Table. 1 Table of Next, we define an influence factor to describe the effects of various meteorological factors on daily maximum load, daily minimum load and daily average load. (1) I ij is the influence of the i th weather factors on the daily maximum load, daily minimum load or daily average load. C ij is the first i th weather factor on the daily maximum load, the daily minimum load factor. The influencing factors are summarized in As can be seen from the table 2, the highest temperature, the lowest temperature and the average temperature in a variety of weather factors on the daily maximum load, daily minimum load and daily average load of the greatest impact. If the weather factor is selected to establish a simplified short-term load forecasting, the maximum temperature, minimum temperature and average temperature can be given priority.
Characteristic Analysis Of Load And Meteorological Factors
The wavelet transform is used to decompose the continuous sequence into three scales, which is divided into 4 components, each of which is a continuous curve. Because the load of the power system has obvious periodic characteristics (such as day, week, month, quarter, year periodicity), this paper studies their periodic variation characteristics by Fourier analysis.
(e) (f) Fig.1 Combined with wavelet analysis and Fourier analysis, it can be seen that the main components of the load and temperature are stable, but not periodic, and the secondary component has obvious periodicity.
Short Term Electric Load Forecasting
The meteorological similarity factor and the time similarity factor are used to predict the trend of the two places in the future. In the historical load data, if the temperature is similar to the two date, the load curve also has the similar variation characteristic. So it can be used to modify the predicted daily load curve. For historical data, the more close to the forecast date of the meteorological factors, the more similar the load curve.
Gray relational grade analysis. Similarity factor, the maximum, minimum and average temperature and rainfall and humidity five indicators to determine, the five value as a feature vector, and then through the gray correlation analysis method to calculate forecast, and history, between meteorological similarity factor. First of all, to establish the forecast date and historical date of the meteorological factors, the Japanese character vector T 0 =[t 0 (1),t 0 (2),...,t 0 (m)] and T i =[t i (1),t i (2),...,t i (m)] (t 0 ,t 1 ,t m are M meteorological factors). The gray correlation coefficient between the first I and the current forecast is obtained by the gray relational grade analysis:
| is the absolute value of the difference between the predicted date and the historical date of K meteorological factors. Ρ is a between 0 and 1 between the weight coefficient to be 0.5.
Meteorological similarity factor . The meteorological similarity factor between the forecast date and the historical date is r i . The meteorological similarity factor r i is between 0 and 1. The greater the change of r i , the greater the gray correlation degree between the two days, and the higher the degree of similarity. Specific calculation formula is as follows :
Here is the flow chart of forecasting model: Fig .2 Flow chart of forecasting model Solving model. The following is a day of 96 sampling points and other historical data of the gray correlation. And filter the data objects with the degree of correlation in 0.98 or more. Fig.3 Gray correlation degree of meteorological factors Dynamic neural network time series forecasting method is dependent on the front of the output and the current input, and has a feedback effect. Dynamic neural network is easy to deal with the irregular data, and it can satisfy the nonlinear auto regressive model in dynamic neural network time series forecasting. After repeated training and testing, the model is shown in Figure 4 . figure 5 , the error is very small, only a few large. However, regardless of meteorological factors, although the error is not too large, but compared to the meter and meteorological factors, much bigger, especially in the second half of the real-time forecast. From figure 6 and can be seen, predicted on January 11, load the data before compared with very similar fluctuations, strong regularity, also shows that the load and meteorological factors affecting the prediction accuracy is improved.
Summary
This paper focuses on the relationship between power system load and meteorological factors, using wavelet analysis to decompose the power system load and weather factors, and extract their details. Due to the obvious daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly and annual cycle characteristics of the power load, the Fourier analysis is used to study the periodic characteristics of each feature. Finally, by using the gray correlation analysis, the similar meteorological factors were selected, and the short-term load forecasting based on VAR neural network has achieved good results.
